Abstract. In this paper a new parallel algorithm is presented for generation of t{ary trees. Computations run in an associative processor model. Tree sequences are generated in lexicographic order, with O(1) time per object, in a new representation, as combinations with repetitions with restricted growth. The corresponding full t{ary trees (x{sequences) appear in antilexicographic order.
Introduction
The associative machine model has been shown to have new applications in many di erent areas of parallel computing including data bases, computational geometry, expert systems, arti cial intelligence, solving NP-complete problems etc. 8, 16] . Many e cient algorithms developed in these areas explore the power of massive associative processing. Associative processors designed for processing combinatorial problems need in their environment t wo additional hardware components, which are able to perform generation of mask/comparand vectors e ciently: a fast interconnection network generating permutations and a generator of combinatorial objects (usually in bitstring representation). Recently new parallel algorithms for generation of combinations and partitions were developed for an associative processor model of computation with O(1) time complexity per generated object 10, 11] .
Binary and, in general, t{ary trees are fundamental combinatorial structures in computer science. Therefore their representation, generation and ranking techniques are of great interest from both theoretical and practical point of view 13] . There are well known equivalence relations between such objects as binary trees, full binary trees, ordered trees, well-formed parentheses, standard tableaux and ballot sequences 28]. The number of t{ary trees with n internal nodes is : B(n t) = ( tn)!=n!(tn ; n + 1)!. The number of binary trees B(n 2) is known as Catalan numberC(n).
Many di erent representations of binary and t{ary trees, f.i. bitstrings, x{sequences, y{sequences, w{sequences, z{sequences etc. were invented so far and used in sequential generation algorithms 5, 6, 12, 14, 17{19,23{25, 27, 30{ 32] . In recent years a number of algorithms for random generation of tree sequences was also developed 4, 21, 29] . The rst parallel generation algorithm for linear array model was proposed by Akl and Stojmenovi c in 2]. In their method inversion table representation of t{ary trees is used and subsequent trees are generated with a constant delay.
In the present paper a new representation of t{ary trees is proposed in the form of t-sequences. Then a new parallel algorithm for generation of t{ary trees is designed. Computations are performed in a simple associative model with n+1 elementary processors (associative memory cells) and constant time broadcast/multicast operations. Consecutive objects are generated in lexicographic order, with O(1) time per object.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section introduces combinatorial objects representation. Section 3 describes a model of computations used throughout this paper. An associative algorithm for generation of t{ary trees in two representations is presented in section 4. Section 5 contains concluding remarks. If suplementary conditions: 1. m=(n-1)(t-1)+1 2. a i a j , for i < j, and i, j 2 I and 3. a i 2 f1,...,(i-1)(t-1)+1g, for i 2 I are satis ed then any choice function =< a i > i2I , that belongs to the indexed family < A i > i2I , is called nondecreasing choice function with restricted growth of this family (t{sequence). In the above mappings we deal in fact with indexed sets
For given n and t, the number of all choice functions is a fraction 
Model of Computations
The parallel algorithm described later in this paper runs in any model of parallel computations with broadcast bus, where cost of broadcast/multicast operation is constant. Among such models are PRAM with a broadcast bus, BSR (Broadcasting with Selective Reduction) 1], LARPBS 22] etc. However, the most adequate for our purposes is simple associative processor model with easy to implement broadcast/multicast operations.
The model (see Fig.1 ) consists of single memory cell S and associative memory block A of size n, with memory cells linearly ordered, and containing respective order numbers as their address keys. Cell S and cells in block A are considered to be elementary processors. As most parallel algorithms, the t{ary tree generation algorithm presented in this paper requires an interprocessor communication pattern. In particular, we need a single source processor (cell S) to sent identical data to a subset of destination processors (cells) in the block A . This kind of communication operation is called single-node broadcast (multicast, one-to-subset broadcast) and together with single-node accumulation operation is used in several important parallel algorithms including matrix-vector multiplication, vector inner product, Gaussian elimination, and shortest path 15].
All processors of the block A and processor S are connected to a bus which i s used for data transmission. In order to perform one-to-subset broadcast operation (i.e. to determine destination processors) the memory cells have to execute associative range matching in processor block A. Only one one-to-subset broadcast is performed at a time.
Algorithm
Construction the presented algorithm results from the observation that despite of applying di erent approaches to the generation task various generation algorithms for given class of objects reveal a common control structure. For instance, the common control structure of permutation generation algorithms was discovered by Sedgewick 26] and this structure was used for the construction of a permutation generator 9].
In this paper we assume that the common control structure for t{ary trees in both representations is the structure of (m,n)-combinations with repetitions with restricted growth, where m=(n-1)(t-1)+1. The properties of the sequence of combinations with repetitions as nondecreasing choice functions are a key factor of our parallelization method (see Property 1 in section 2). Therefore the sequence of choice functions has been chosen as a basic control sequence for the generation. Actually, other related objects can be obtained from c.f. by certain conversion operations.
In the algorithm TREEGEN uniform one-to-subset broadcast operations are performed, as described in section 3. In order to produce control sequences the algorithm operates on the set of associative memory locations A and single memory cell S. The range of the subset of destination cells in set A is determined in parallel by associative compare r ange operation which requires O(1) time. Procedure OUTPUT in the algorithm TREEGEN produces consecutive t-sequences.
A pseudocode of the parallel algorithm TREEGEN for generation of t-ary trees is as follows:
Algorithm TREEGEN Input : n { n umberofinternal nodes, t { tree parameter Output: Table T Theorem 1. Algorithm TREEGEN generates, in the form of t{sequences, all t{ary trees with n internal nodes in the lexicographic order with constant time per tree i n a n a s s o ciative model with n+1 processors, each of constant size. Thus, the algorithm TREEGEN is optimal.
Concluding Remarks
Associative algorithm TREEGEN for t{ary tree generation has been described in this paper. The algorithms provide the parallelization of computations on the level of single combinatorial object, satisfying most postulates listed in 2]. It can be used in adaptive combination generation too, enabling further parallelization on the set of objects level. In this case standard unranking techniques for t{ary trees may be applied with a little e ort for programming a number of generators working in parallel. Splitting the generation task in adaptive generation algorithm is much easier to accomplish in associative model then in linear array model, since in the latest model it is necessary to know states of four registers involved in computations and message passing in each of n systolic processors in order to program one t{ary tree generator 2, 3].
